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PREFACE
The task of preparing material on the Aboriginal inhabitants of the south
western region of Western Australia before 1827, is both a fascinating and a
challenging one. Fascinating, because these people lived in a unique part of
the continent and were amongst the most remote of all the Australian Aborigines, pursuing their traditions in the wet forest lands and open bush country.
Challenging, because so little is recorded of them in a way which paints a clear
picture of th'e'ir lives.
The main observers of Aboriginal life and customs in the early days of European settlement of the region were settlers and Government officials. From
their accounts and records, shadowy images of traditional Aboriginal life
emerge, gaining focus in some aspects which have been described more fully,
and blurring and hazi11g in other areas of life that remained unknown to the
·
·
newcomers..
. . · ··
With the exception of such people as Bishop Salvado, Dr. Alexander Collie, Sir
George Grey, Ethel Hassell and Jessie Hammond, these accounts are written
from a totally European perspective, which views the Aborigines from the
outside, and which-makes little attempt to see and understand them through
their own eyes.
·
Other records exist which mention Aboriginal contact with Europeans, as it
affected the latter. In particular, some individuals felt moved to write to the
Government about their experiences, whether motivated by concern for the
plight of the Aborigines they came in contact with, or by self interests. These
form the inward correspondence of the Colonial Secretary's Office.
In preparing this picture of Aboriginal life in the south west prior to European
settlement and the dramatic changes which followed, my principal sources
have been those authors mentioned above, together with the diaries of G. F.
Moore, and contemporary publications on the region notably those dealing
with p·re-:-history ahd language. ·
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THE FIRST SOUTH WESTERNERS

l

INTRODUCTION
The first settlers of the south western region of Western Australia, the Aborigines, came to the area at
least 37,000 years ago. Over thousands of years they gradually occupied the land. They moved into the
southermost tip journey by journey, until finally they were spread throughout the fertile plains and the
.
heavy rain forests of the south west.
Legend has it that people in the mountainous hills of the Darling Scarp, moved down onto the coastal
plains in the Perth area. Similar movements took place throughout the entire region, and memory of them
was passed on in stories, growing clouded over the succeeding generations. Over time, these people,
bringing their way of life from other parts of Aboriginal Australia, adapted to iocal conditions and
incorporated the tlora and fauna to be found there into their beliefs. In this way they developed their own
regional and local variations on the general Australian Aboriginal theme, weaving this together with their
unique traditions as these grew over time.'
The area of the south western region includes the whole of the south west corner of the state, extending
from south of Geraldton in the north, in an arc south-eastwards to the coast east of Esperance. This
includes the wet rain forests of the southern corner of the region, the grassy coastal plains, and the drier
country further inland behind the Darling Fault to the fringes of the arid interior of Australia. All around,
the region is bordered by desert and semi-desert, and by treacherous coastline butting onto the Indian
Ocean. It covers an area of 150,000 square kilometres. Native animal life abounded in the more fertile
parts, especially along the coastal plain which is crossed by several rivers flowing across the Darling
Fault to the sea. This huge fault extends 2,000 kilometres in a north to south direction following the
coastline, emerging from the sea north of Carnarvon and joining it again at the fiords of King George's
Sound.
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FIG. 1: Map of South Western Australia
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10
Archaeological evidence for the occupation of the south west is drawn from a number of different sites.
The most spectacular of these, in archaeological terms, is Devil's Lair, first excavated in 1975. This is a
limestone cave near Augusta in the extreme south western tip of the region. It was in use over 30,000 years
ago and contains engravings over 20,000 years old. Tools at Minim Cave near Perth date to 10,000 years
ago, and those located at a site on the Avon River date back 8,000 years together with smaller tools dating
5,000 years ago. These smaller tools reflect an Australian-wide innovation in technology at the time, away
from the use of larger tools in favour of more miniaturised ones. These same small tool types have also
been found at Northcliffe, south of Devil's Lair, and near York .in the Frieze Cave.
Paintings occur at two sites near Hyden in the north east of the region, and in the Dale Cave and Frieze
cave near York. Engravings are found at Bolgart, and the Orchestra Shell Cave at Perth.2
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FIG. 2: Map of Archaeological Sites
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POPULATION
The Aboriginal inhabitants of the south western region lived there for over 35,000 years before the next
influx of settiers, the Europeans, arrived in the nineteenth century AD. They were a non-literate people,
relying on oral tradition to pass on their knowledge and customs through the generations spanning this
long period of habitation. What is known of them today, is drawn from observations written by these early
European visitors and settlers, together with the archaeological evidence that has been discovered to
date.
It seems that the south western region never sustained many people. In 1832 Governor James Stirling, the
founding Governor of the Swan River Colony, estimated that for the localities where British settlement
had spread in the colony, the Aboriginal population was one person to every square mile. However,
during even the first decade of European settlement the impact of change was being experienced by
Aborigines in the region, and having a bearing on the population at this early date. The population for the
entire area in the 1830's is estimated at around 6,500. Heavier concentrations of people occurred in the
coastal regions where food was readily obtainable, and correspondingly fewer in the less fertile and
inhospitable areas. Using early records for the Perth area for the years from 1829 to 1839, the population
ratio is estimated at one person per four square miles. Regardless of this, areas with this many people per
square mile were probably those of the highest population density for the entire region, with generally a
much lower person to land ratio overall, especially in the dense rain forest ot the deep south and in the
semi-arid zones. 3
Families were small, and women had two or three surviving children each as a general rule, with long
spaces between. The number of male children apparently exceeded female children at the rate of
between three and eight male children to every two female children. However, the balance which had
been maintained for centuries'between population and environmental resources, was severely disrupted
immediately the effects of European occupation began to be felt."
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FIG. 3: Census of the New Norcia District and Surrounding Areas, 1858
Salvado's 1858 census was prepared 10 yoars after he established the Benedictine Mission at New Norcia
jn 1848. By that time, the Perth area had bean settled by Europeans for 29 years, having profound effects
on the Aboriginal population throughout the entire Perth- Toodyay-Northam district and areas north of
New Norcia. As well as .small total numbers of people in the district, Salv.pdo's figures show a low ratio of
children to adults. However, no firm conclusions can be drawn about how these figures relate to the
traditional Aboriginal situation, because of the intervening years of European influence.
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(Russo, G. 1972:56 after. Salvado 1858) ·curo was an outstation of New Norcia in the nineteenth century.
It should not be confused with the township of Coorow over 300 km to the north.
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LANGUAGE

The people spread throughout the south western region, speaking a number of different languages and
dialects which have been classified by linguists as belonging to the Nyungar group of languages. This
classification r.ame at the end of the long period of Aboriginal occupation of the region, and nothing can
be deduced about the origins of the languages nor how they might have affected each other. They may
have been a number of languages which further subdivided into dialects and finally languages; or several
different languages some of which 'picked up' similarities from each other. Some of these languages
were mutually intelligible to speakers of neighbouring land groups while others were so different they
were incomprehensible to outsiders.
Knowledge of the languages of the south west has been drawn from attempts by early European
observers to write down an Aboriginal language and use it in their dealings with Aborigines. These
transcriptions were mostly done by untrained people, and while a number of European settlers learnt to
communicate with Aborigines in the local Aboriginal language, difficulties of arriving at a standardised
set of symbols to use in writing the unfamiliar sounds were generally too great. Consequently, the
understanding gained of Aboriginal languages went unrecorded for the most part.
Linguists working with Aborigines in the twentieth century have attempted to record what people
remember of the languages spoken in their youth. Where linguists have worked with Aborigines to
record their language, their efforts have been preceded by the effects of at least three quarters of a
century of European sett:ement, during which time Aboriginal languages have undergone enormous
modifications. Whole languages have been forgotten as the last speakers passed away, and as English
has been adopted as the general rrieans of communication, albeit with certain modifications common to
Aboriginal speakers. 5

~~---~--------------------------------------------------------------------~

FIG. 4: Examples of Early Attempts to Transcribe Aboriginal Language in the Perth Area.
In 1835 Francis Frazer Armstrong was appointed Native Interpreter, based at the Mt. Eliza Native
Institution (located between the West Perth Barracks and Crawley, at what is now known as King's Park).
His qualifications for this position included his knowledge of the Aboriginal language spoken in the
Perth area. His duties involved informing Aborigines of Governmental regulations and proclamations
and making them aware of the intentions and wishes of the British settlers and Government. The
translation below, clearly reflects this aspect of his work.

LANGUAGE
''There are three dialects used in the neighbourhood of tbe settled di:;tricts: the Lowland, the Mountain,
and the Northern, - besides the Champion f!ay dialect.
The English Translation
Of the Language runs thus, and does not always appear to advantage, and in regular order:Examples
Where are you going?
Why are you going?
For Kangaroo
For Mullet
For Spears
When will you return?
Are you sulkJ' or not?
I am not sulky. merely going along
Hai•e you a c/pak or not?

Nbyn-nee yaat: bard-din?
You (m·e) where going?
Nyte:iuk nhynnee bard-din?
Why or what for (are) you going?
Yowart uk.
KangRroo for.
Gal-gudda uk.
Mullet for.
Gid-jee uk.
Spears for.
Myre-a nam-unlgamo mun bardin?
(Fingers or) days bo-w many/return.
Nhynnee gurrang gaduk ka yoo-a-da?
You anger have or not.
Anya gurrangbroo; yag-ga bard-din.
//anger bave not (am)lmerely going.
Nhynnee booga gaduk ka yoo-a-da?
You cloak hat•e or not.

-
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EXERCISE
When we first landed bere we wanted to be friendly with you natit•es. Why u·ere vou so angry Why did
you spear the white people? We did not want to kill you, or hurt you in any way. Wby would you not
be friends and .let us learn your· language? We ~ou!d show you how ~c use a gun, make nets, boats, and
many other thmgs, but you set yourselves agamst us for years, untzl you found we were the strongest·
otherwise you would have killed us all, as you killed the other white people.
'
Nganneei ingar-ingar nhal/a bart nginnaga. nganneel gurrangbroo na-broo;
We at first here came reside we angry not, and so on;·
· goordoo gwabba nurang-uk; nurang nyte-juk gnatleckuk delluk~a barr:'
heart good you to; you why us hate?
Nyte-juk nurang nganneel in yaga yaga daanugga? Nganneel nureel en gurran[.
Why you us/without cause/speared? We you in anger
f-}~~i'{i;>n~;;;-;-J~-...,~, "-•
katteenge-broo b ooma- b roo na- b roo. Nurang nyte-juk goordoo wendang?
·COiP~t::i>
\:t.A_ "';,-<
:;..:.:,~..c·u..~ OF
Thought not beat not, and so on. You why heart bad?
~
C.,)L..J<:e.;: or
Nganneel garoo nureeluk mya gete katteege met-in. Nganneel garoo
7
We then your language soon understand correctly. We then
.
p,
!J '\I fl"\r',..
nureelin gun gwabbyne wurrung-un; net, na may wurrungun, boat ware
v
. '. '.' ••:;iV:J
you gun good (use) show or tell; net, and such like, show tell, boat and
na ware nyteby nyteby na gwabbyne ware warra. Garoo nureel
I
such (like) and numerous nameless things, good and common. But you
nganneeluk gurrang moordoolt. Muggore, Beroke, boola, garoo nga!lutta
i
us angry strong. .Winter, Summer, many, then we
boondojil bukadge; nureel garoo wangga - Nab! Djanga moordoit~jil,
really fought; you then said - Ah! The whites strong.
Minning ngutlata babba, nurang goora nganeel in booma, moondang-un-un
If we weak, you long time ago us kill, all
waam-ma mogin,
others like. ''
FRANCIS FRASER ARMSTRONG,
Government Interpreter to the Native Tribes of We.'ltern Australia
(Western Australia 1971:28)

s/r George Grey visited the Swan River Colony between 1837 and 1839. During this time, he went on a
number of exploratory journeys, and was assisted by A borigina! guides. He compiled a vocabulary of the
Perth Aboriginal language, consulting with Armstrong and with G. F. Moore who also compiled his own
comprehensive vocabulary.
The imaginary speech made by Miago, a Swan River Aboriginal, is a series of admonitions to other local
Aborigines to live peaceably. This speech was made 10 or so years after European settlement, at a time
when the effects of the changes it wrought on Aboriginal society and cul.ture were being felt most
accutely in the Perth area. Miago was worried that the elder senior men were reacting to these unsettled
times by quarrelling, fighting and attempting to enforce their authority too harshly, and that this was
adding to the difficulties already being experienced.

·'Speech that the native Miago~would have addressed to the Aborigines of Perth, if be had landed as Governor, instead of His Excellency, Mr. Hutt. He came into my room directly after the Governor had landed,
and made this imaginary address:
'Yiee, naga yongar Perth bak-ad1ee yuado-Moon-dee Moondee gurrang, gurrang boola: Ya/-gon-ga,
Yal-gon-ga, gurrang, gurrang boola; yarn bal?
Buck-it-bury Wattup gidjee, yam bat gurrang boola?
Bun-bury gurrang, gurrang boola.
Golam-bidie gwabba: Mam-me-rup wan-gow-een boola.
Goo-lam-bidie wilgey nab-bow, yago mial, Goo-lam-bidie donga broo: mam-me-rup meno been boola,
mam-me-rup gurrang gaduck, golambidie gidjee; Dule.
Waumma Governor yool: yahi Perth yongar bak-ad-jee yu-a-do; gwab-ba-litch.'
(English Translation):
.
'Henceforth this people of Perth must not fight. Moon-dee, Moon-dee, •you are always quarre/lmg Mir-ga-na. Mir-ga-na-, you are always quarrelling- Yal-gon-ga,, Yal-gon-ga~ you are quarrelsomewhat is the reason of this?
'Bucklebury speared Wattup, what reason bad he to be is such a passion, (or, why was he so very angry)?
'Bun-bury. you are t'er;• quarrelsome.
'The young men behat'e l'ery• u•ell, the old ones are alu:ays wt·angling.
.
'The young men paint themsell'f!S. and the u·omen look at them; the young men are n~t c:ware of thts,
but the old men are t•ery• jealous - and being in a passion spear the young men - t~ts .'s t'ery wro~g;·,
'No'tl' another Got•ernor. is cm11e. 'md you people of Perth must fight no more - Thts ts t•er;• good·
(Grey, Sir George, Vol 2, 1841:345-6)

r

•-••

.r. .

THE PEOPLE
Recorded observations have been made of Aborigines in the south west from as early as 1658, when
Dutch sailors landed at Cape Leeuwin. While this is a considerable period, it should be remembered that
Aborigines were in tr1e region for an estimated 31,000 years before this time, and that no descriptions of:
them in the form of drawings or statues have survived. Hence, European descriptions are of people at the
end of an era of exclusive Aboriginal settlement over many generations, spanning centuries and
centuries. Hands were stencilled on the walls of some caves. Dale's Cave, located north east of Perth on ,
the Avon River, was called the Moon Cavern by the Perth Aborigines because. people said, the moon
once entered there to rest while on her journey across the sky. She leant against the wall of the cave, and
left ttle impression of her l1and, which has survived even to this day. 5
When Europeans described the Aborigines of the south west they compared and contrasted them with
their own ideas and ideals of personal attractiveness. They praised traits that they themselves had been
taught to regard as marks of beauty, and criticised other features they found 'strange' or uncommon.
Hence, Dampier wrote that they had 'pretty, full lips' while Powell said that they had 'large mouths'. There
was a great deal of variation both between people living in different areas of the south western region,
and also witrdn groups. However, overall the Aborigines were not tall people, the men being around l.6m
and the women a little shorter than that. Generally speaking, they were of slight bui!d, with curly dark
hair, dark skin and large eyes with thick lashes. Their features were often fine, and they had high
cheekbones. Nevertheless, some families were taller than others, or had browner skin or lighter hair, or
were heavier built Salvado described the women in the New Norcia area as the same in appearance as
those ot ~1is homeland Spain, except for their skin which was darker, and their hairstyle and dress. 7
When the British established a military garrison at King George's Sound in 1826, administered from New
South Wales, and then colonised the Swan River three years later in 1829, several people attempted,to
describe the genera! appearance of the Aborigines to their friends and relatives back home in England Or
elsewhere. Some observers compared and contrasted the physical ap;:>earance of different groups of
Aborigines from various areas of the south western region with each other, or with Aborigines from other
parts of Australia, making generalisations about such physical traits as height and build. as well as
adornments. These people were writing in the light of the knowledge of the day and as such, their
descriptions and interpretations are clouded by the biases of the times in which they lived.
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FIG. 5: Description of
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I.

Aborigine~

'· ... round his middle is wound, in many folds, a cord spun from the fur of the opossum, which fonns
a wmm, soft and elastic belt of an inch in thickness, in which are stuck his hatchet, his kiley or boomerang,
and a short heavy stick to thmw at the smaller animals. His hatchet is so ingeniously placed, that the
head of it rests exactly on the centre of his back, wbilst its thin short handle descends along the back
bone. In his hand he carried his throwing-stick, and several spears, headed in two or three different
manners, so that they are equally adapted to war or the chase. A warm kangeroo skin cloak completes
bis equipment.
These weapons, although apparently so simple, are admirably adapted for the purposes they are intended
to serve - the spear when projected from the throwing-stick, forms as effectual a weapon as the bow
and arrow ... and possesses ... the advantage of being useful to poke out kangaroo rats and opossums
from hollow trees, to knock offgum from high branches, to pull down the cones from the Banksia trees,
and for many other purposes.
Tbe hatchet is used tc> cut up the larger kinds ofgame, and to make boles in the trees the owner is about
to climb. Tbe kiley (boomerang) is thrown into flights of wild fowl and cockatoos, and with the dow-uk,
a short heavy stick, they knock over the smaller kinds ofgame, much in the same manner that lm"-!Chers
do hares and rabbits in England.
·
Thus equipped, the father of the family stalks forth, and at a respectful distance behind him follow the
women; a long thick stick, and point of which bas been hardened in the fire, is in each of their· hands,
a child or two fixed in their bags or upon their sboulders, and in the deep recesses of these mysterious
bags, they carry moreover sundry articles ...
In general, each woman carried a lighted fire stick, or brand, under her cloak and in her hand. ''
(Grey, Sir George, Vol. 2, 1841:264-7)

';',,-•;'

When Europeans first began to come in contact with Aborigines in the south west, they did so under a
number of diff~rent circumstances. Parties of Aboriginal men were observed wearing ochre and feathers, and carrying long spears. These men had gathered for some ceremonial purpose, either concerned
with conflict with other groups, or possibly with purely religious matters. On other occasions, small
bands of Aborigines were glimpsed, generally a party of men hunting; a group of women, youths and
children foraging for berries or fruits; or a small cluster of men, women and children fishing along the
edges of a stream or lake. At times a family group would be seen, the man walking ahead carrying his
spears and weapons while his wife trailed behind with a small baby slung on her back and carrying other
bundles and bags.
··
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Early observers often commented on the absence of women from parties of Aborigines with whom they
came ;n contact. Preston, among others, described how he was taken by the men of the Preston River
area, through bush tracks and undergrowth, to where the women and children were waiting to look at
him. It is clear that the Aboriginai women took pains to keep out of sight of Europeans until the intentions
of the newcomers could be ascertained. However, while this may have been an established custom to
avoid danger such as being captured as wives by men of another foreign group, it may also have been a
response to the presence of Europeans in the area. Evidence of capture by European whalers and sealers
in the Bass Straits exists in Tasmanian records, and similar accounts are to be found in the oral tradition
of the south west. These marauding sailors abducted women and kept them aboard ship as workhands
and sexual partners while they were in the area, either abandoning them or returning them to their homes
when it was time to sail to the northern hemisphere with their catch at the end of the season. 8
SOCIAl. ORGANISATION
The Aborigines of the south western region were divided into a number of loosely organised tribes,
distinguishable by language, a sense of separate identity, and the territory they occupied. In addition,
these grollps differed from each other according to the stress they placed on descent through the female
line, that is matrilineal descent, or on patrilineal descent traced through the male line. Also, they varied in
the detail of a number of ritual practices. For example, there were several variations in the minor details of
mortuary rites as these were carried out in different parts of the region. Moreover, the resources within
tribal territories differed from area to area, rendering certain groupings of people more advantaged in
particular commodities, such as clay and ochre deposits, and lacking in others, like stone quarries.
The sense of separate identity of the various tribal groupings was reinforced by their myths and stories,
which emphasised the strangeness of outsiders, and the dangers of venturing into alien lands. The
Aborigines of the York district beiieved that the people living far away to the east were cannibals, and that
at birth they marked the children who would be eaten later on. This gruesome tale made the York people
very fearlul of strangers from the east, and caused them to hope that they would never come in contact
with anyone from there. 9
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Aborigines of the south west were semi-nomadic, living for substantial parts of the year Tnsettted-eimAc._
of several families. The divisions between tribes was not rigidly clear cut, and a great deal of interaction
·-~
took place between members of different tribes, especially those whose territories adjoined. In all, a total
of 13 tribal units have been identified for the entire region. These were sub-divided into smaller entities
based on the right of access to tracts of land,\reckoned both partrilineally and matrilineally. It is doubtful
if the distinction between adjoining tribes was ever a very firm one, within the region. The members
sometimes inter-married; and they also traded, fought, passed on information, and held joint religious
ceremonies and other festivities from time to time. 10
On occasions, Aborigines belonging to a certain tribal unit or number of land groups would identify with
a larger social category comprised of one or more other similar units. For example, the Perth Aborigines
acknowledged a kinship with the hills tribes to the east of their territory, and also with the Murray River
Aborigines to the south, although regarding them as separate social and land groups. But they were very
fearful of the Murchison tribes further away to the north, and thought of them as foreign to themselves
and to the hills and Murray River people. 11
The resources of neighbouring land .groups were called upon in times of shortage, but this was a
temporary expedient which ended when the seasons became regular and bountiful again. In addition,
goods were traded between tribes, at times over great distances along established trading routes. For
example, ochre and seashells were traded from Perth, eastwards towards New Norcia; spears were
traded from the south, northwards to the Perth area along with stones for use as axe heads; and
pearl-shell was traded into the south western region from the northern coastline of Australia. 12
fThe right to areas of land within a broad territory was associated with localised family groups. Individuals
~elonging to these kin groups, either through rights of birth or marriage, had first access to the resources
of these lands as their 'home'. On marriage, a couple moved throughout the lands which they had first
access to. Hence, conceptions and births tended to take place in a couple's country, sometimes that of
the mother, and other times the father's own land. These events, and the locality in which they took place,
were believed to have particular religious and spiritual significance for the individual who, through them,
was seen to be intimately associated with the lands of his or her father and mother. In this way, sites
within the territory of their parents came to hold special significance and meaning for children and they
were regarded as belonging to that land which was their special hearth. They shared jointly the right of
access to foods and other resources available there.
Usually, a father and his wives, their sons and their wives and children, and sometimes father's or
mother's brothers and their wives and children were the people regarded as rightfully belonging to that
tract of territory. Land belonged to the tribe only in the sense that all members acknowledged a series of
rights and obligations towards each other but not to outsiders. Land was never owned communally by
the tribe, although certain sites of religious significance were equally accessible to all members, and all
members of the tribe had a natural right to the land provided they acknowledged the rights of individuals.
Moreover, the fluid nature of boundaries between groups made it difficult to determine rigid tribal
perimeters]~j
Rights to land were vested equally in the local group, with authority determined according to sex and
seniority, depending on the situation. Boundaries between individual or family occupied tracts of land
overlapped to some extent. In addition, small groups of people combined resources to collect foods at
certain times of the year, and to hold religious ceremonies and group entertainment. People were
obliged to share the produce of their lands with neighbouring groups, but permission always had to be
asked for, and all the forms of protocol carefully observed. Individuals who were reluctant to share were
ridiculed by others, while those who assumed a right without asking beforehand, chanced·being speared
as a mark of shame for their impropriety, and as a future reminder. Moreover, they ran the risk that their
intentions would be misconstrued, and that people would think that they planned to do some harm. In
this event, future misfortunes would be certain to be blamed on them.
The basic land occupying unit was based on the nuclear family of a husband and wife, or wives; their
children; and occasionally relatives such as an aged parent, uncle or brother. Co-wives were frequently
sisters, who had known each other all their lives and were good friends. This small group hunted and
gathered as a unit for part of the year, especially during the winter months, and joined the main camp ;for
the rest of the year. While people lived in the large camps they carried outtasks requiring a lot of labour
such as firing the countryside in kangaroo drives. To hold one of these kangaroo drives a group of people
would assemble and set alight to areas of the bushland. As the animals fled from the flames, men who had
been waiting concealed in the thicket would leap out and spear or club them. Meanwhile, the women and
children would try to capture the smaller animals as quickly as they could.
When a kangaroo drive was particularly successful, messages would be sent to neighbouring groups to
come and join in a huge feast, and there would be much singing, dancing and festivity. In addition to
these large drives, kangaroos were speared by individuals. In some areas of the region, pointed stakes
were fixed in the ground as kangaroo traps. The animals were driven towards them by the hunters who
would shout and gesticulate to cause them to panic and rush headlong onwards. 1•
Collecting banksia flowers also required a lot of work by a group of people, as this flower was seasonal
and had to be gathered while it was in bloom. The flower was then soaked in water to makeasweetdrink.
Certain types of fishing were other activities in which the whole group participated. Fish traps, built like
weirs out of stones, or sticks, were constructed along the seashore or across rivers and lakes. As the fish
became caught in thesetraps they were speared. This type of fishing occurred seasonally, while other
types of fishing took place throughout the year when different catches were available. ·
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Large groupings of people averaged around 200 men, women and children, although in the New Norcia
district up to 400 people were observed shortly after European settlement of the district. At other times,
smaller groups of 100 or so camped together, representing somewhere between 20 and 30 family
hearths. 15
The further away from his or her own territory an individual moved, the more alien he or she felt. For
example, when a man from the Murray River district wished to visit a group north of the Perth area, he
would approach members of the Perth district first, and then be accompanied on the second sta~:~e of his
journey north by one or more people belonging to this group. Other people belonging to tribal groups in
the south, would not travel northwards through the Murray River district for fear of the people there,
whom they regarded as dangerous. 16
All of this changed as soon as European settlement took place, and Aborigines journeyed with explorers
and adventurers into distant tribal territories, protected by their European companions from the
strangers they came in contact with. In this way, Aborigines travelled between King George's Sound and
Perth; up into the Murchison; even into the Kimberleys in the far north; and through the eastwards
country of the desert people of the interior. While on these early expeditions Aborigines always had deep
feelings of dread. They felt it next to a miracle when they eventually returned to their home base
unharmed. One of these persons was Kaiber, who accompanied Grey to the Murchison, and who
narrowly"' escaped with Grey from the vigorous and warlike Murchison tribesmen. Another was Wylie,
who was taken by Eyre to South Australia and then walked overland to King George's Sound, pursued by
Western Desert Aborigines who killed several members of Eyre's party. 17
BELIEFS.
The Aborigines believed that people came into being at the time of creation, when the land forms were
sculptured and shaped from existing matter by the great Spirit Beings. These Beings were believed to be
powerful supernatural forces, equipped with aiLthe traits of living people such as capacity for love,
jealousy, meanness, vengeance and warmth. Through their actions, they were said to have given rise to
people, plant and animal life located within tribal territories. Sometimes, legend had it that people were
brought to their land by these Beings who assumed animal forms, and the Perth Aborigines believed that
Great Crows carried some of them on their backs, while the others sprung from Giant Emus. The
Aborigines of the New Norcia district believed that the land and sky and all living things were created by a
supernatural being who finally died an old man. A great serpent was believed to still live in water holes and
rivers, and an evil spirit was blamed for inclement weather and other calamaties. 18 .
All living things were believed to share a spiritual force, or life, because of their origin from these
Dreaming Beings. Individuals were regarded as being particularly close with certain animals or plants
because of this, as though they were soul brothers and sisters. This was the totem system, joining people 1
and the natural world in a particularly close and meaningful way. As an expression of this affinity, people l
generally did not eat the flesh of that animal or plant with which they shared this special spiritual affinity. ::5
However, on certain ceremonial occasions this rule was reversed, and they ate their totem as a demon- u,~
stration of the closeness of their bond. Each individual could have several spiritual associations with ~~ ••,
nature, corresponding to his or her family grouping within the tribe to which he or she belonged; special f11~
localities within the tribal territory where significant events had taken place, such as where that person ~~~
had been born; plus totems associated with certain religious categories and progression in religious ~,;c;,)
knowledge. 19
1®:~
All the members within a geographical area had a natural right to the resources available within their own
territorial tracts, in the lands in which they and other members of the tribal group were believed to have 1u
originated during the Dreaming. They also had a special responsibility to ensure that spiritual matters
were attended to, so that this relationship between mankind and the natural environment was main- ....
_- - - - tained. However, they did not share a right to the resources of other's tribal territories, and land was not
seen as a commodity which could be acquired. Right to land was a matter of birthright, and birthright
alone, explained and justified by the Dreamtime stories.
All the members of a tribe belonged to the totemic moiety system by right of birth. This was a means of
categorising everyone into two major categories, or moieties, further sub-divided into several smaller
sections or classes. Each moiety and class was associated with a particular plant or animal life form. All
the members of each of these social divisions, moiety and class, shared a life force or soul equally with
each individual representation of the Plant or animal. This life force was believed to have resulted from
the common supernatural origin of all the members of that moiety or class, both human and animal or
plant, during the Dreamtime.
Rules for marriage were embodied in the moiety and class system, and members of one class within a
moiety could only marry into other specified classes. Mostly, people belonging to one moiety could only
marry into the opposite moiety. However, in some areas people married into their own moiety. Their
children were categorised as belonging to the opposite moiety. This was an alternate generation system,
where moiety membership alternated each generation for both the matrilineal and the patrilineal nne.20
Wrong marriages, that is, marriages between people belonging to classes or moieties which should
never marry each other, were severely punished. Marriage or sexual relations between members of very
close classes, or within a person's own class, were punished by death, because they were so highly
disapproved of and held in opprobrium. Sexual relations between members of 'incorrect' but not close
classes, were punished fiercely.and sometimes the woman was killed. In the New Norcia district, a six
class system operated within an overall moiety division. Sections and classes did not give their members
occupancy rights over any tract of land, other than in the broad sense of tribal territory. ·
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FIG. 7: Family Tree, Illustrating the Marriage Rules Between Various Classes, as They Operated in the
New Norcia District, Drawn by Bishop Salvado, 1864.
In the New Norcia district there were 6 classes, or sections of people. Membership was inherited through
the mother,· accordingly to carefully defined rules. People could never marry or have sexual relations
with anyone belonging to the same class as themselves or their mothers. The Benedictine missionaries
respected these marriage laws and were careful to observe them when encouraging Christian marriage
between their converts at New Norcia.
Following the moiety and class rules laid down by the Great Ancestors, the Aborigines of the south
western region lived in their-tribal and family lands, made theirs during the Dreaming. This pattern
continued undisturbed for century upon century, giving.the people a profound sense of security and
certainty about the validity of their beliefs and their place in the universe. Sudden change came in the
nineteenth century with the next wave of immigrants to these Dreamtime lands.
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BIRTH AND CHILDHOOD
ThroughOLJt the warmer seasons of the year, several members of an area of land lived together in large
camps, the whole group shifting from one site to another if a move became necessary. Individual family
groups split from the main group for short periods, but always returned after a brief spell.
This semi-nomadic pattern of living ensured that women could generally remain in the main camp when
they were drawing close to giving birth. During a woman's pregnancy, she carefully avoided eating
certain foods which were believed to be harmful to herself or the baby, and ate others which were reputed
to be beneficial and strengthening. She also observed a number of other local customs which were
thought to help her and the child during this period, such as never stirring the fire with a pointed stick lest
it cause an illness.
As the expectant mother felt the first signs of labour, she withdrew to a specially built birth hut, set a little
distance apart from the main camp. At this time, she was attended by other women, usually her own
mother or mother-in-law and other close female relatives such as co-wives who had already had the
experience of childbirth themselves. They prepared her a bed of soft leaves, and also a pile of fine,
. carefully burnt and sifted ashes. The woman lay on the bed to give birth, and afterwards used the ashes to
powder the newborn child, giving the infant a grey-white appearance until the soft dust wore off.2 1
Sometimes, a woman fell into labour while she was away from the main camp, and had to tend to the birth
herself. As this was considered strictly women's business, the men did not participate.
The father, and other men of the tribe, took no direct part in childbirth when it occurred in the camp. The
father was informed by the other women as soon as the child arrived, and experienced the joy and pride
of the event, sharing this with his wife when she returned to her own hearth. The new mother set about
her daily tasks soon after the birth of her child, carrying the small infant carefully wrapped in a soft skin in
her left arm, although she continued sleeping in the birth hut until a suitable period had elapsed.
The father's role at this important time was to consult with other men of the tribe, especially the native
doctor and the senior men, to determine the significance of various signs which appeared to him
throughout the pregnancy and birth, and which were believed to indicate the individual totemic spirit of
the new baby. These signs were usually such things as the appearance of a particular type of bird or
animal, which would be taken to mean that this creature shared in common a spiritual bond with the new
child. This totemic spirit was in addition to the bond between the infant and his or her parents' lands,
although the two were inseparable.
It was believed that the spirit of the child entered the mother from certain places in the environment where
several of these spirit children were to be found; or that spirit children came from across the sea to find
their earth mothers. The child then developed as a baby in the mother's womb, but even at birth it was very
close to the world of the supernatural, having only just emerged into the domain of the living. For this
reason, newborn children sometimes slipped back to the land of the spirits. The father's role was
considered necessary to the development of the child during pregnancy particularly in looking after the
mother, and most especially after birth, but the father was not considered to be the cause or source of the
child's soul. 22
It was regarded as more fortunate to give birth to a baby boy, although all children were loved by their
parents and other relatives. Sometimes, when a mother had two children too close together, or when the
seasons were particularly poor, the youngest child would be allowed to die. This happened more readily
in the case of girls, although infanticide was never a very common practice. Deformed or sickly babies
were also permitted to die, or were killed, preferably at birth and before the mother had developed a
strong emotional bond with her child and might oppose this action. It was considered that the mother
could not care adequately for children born too close together, and go about her daily chores at the same
time. Also, it was easier for an infant to re-join the spirit world, because it had not yet taken on its social,
or earthly, personality. This did not mean that the parents and especially the mother did not feel a close
loving tie with the new baby. But it was thought that this bond had not had time to mature, and in any
event the spirit child might come back to its earth mother at a later time. 23
A child was given a name at birth, and this was used throughout infancy. Should another member of the
tribe die who had the same name, or a similar one, the child's own name was immediately changed. This
was because it was forbidden to use the name of a deceased person for many years after he or she died,
tor fear that the spirit of the deceased would hear it and would be attracted to come back to the land of the
living. Children's names were also changed at several other points in their lives, particularly around
puberty when boys commenced their long period of initiation. The significance of this phase was
underlined by giving them a new name, as their status within the tribe changed from child to initiate.
At birth or soon afterwards, baby girls were promised by their parents as future wives to certain men. This
arrangement set up a series of mutual obligations between the parents of the baby girl, and the future
husband, which bound them in a close relationship over the years the girl was growing up. In particular,
the husband-to-be was expected to provide gifts of food to his future in-laws, and to do certain tasks at
their request,' especially for his mother-in-law whom he had to treat in a very respectful and courteous
manner. Often these arrangements broke down over the years, sometimes because one or other of the
parties changed their minds; although more commonly because the husband-to-be died, became too
enfeebled to keep up with his obligations, or had entered into too many of this type of arrangement and
could not honour them all.
In this event, the parents sought an alternative husband for their daughter, and the same type of
reciprocity was once again established. At times the husband-to-be did not wish to carry on with the
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arrangements, when he preferred another similar bond with someone else, or because he had a
disagreement with the parents of his promised bride, or for some other personal reason. In this situation,
he could only be released from his duties towards the girl and her parents if one of his kinsmen would
take over these responsibilities on his behalf. A girl sometimes upset her parents' marriage plans for her
by eloping with her lover, or abandoning her husband to run away with another man. Carefully planned
reciprocal relations based on marriage were also set in disarray in cases where a woman was enticed or
forced to accompany a man from a remote land group, or even another tribal group. 24
Babies were carried on their mothers' backs in bags made of possum skins, the soft fur turned inwards.
They either rested their heads agaisnt their mothers' shoulders, or slumped down and hung their heads
backwards. In this way, a small baby was always close to its mother, and could feel the warmth and the
gentle swaying movement as she went about on her daily chores. Children were breast fed for several
years, and as they grew they were gradually introduced to solid foods, with much petting and cajoling.
They were also warned of the foods they must not eat, and which were considered bad for children
because they stunted their growth, or made them ill, as well as the foods which were generally inedible
because of poisons they contained. During infancy and early childhood, children were indulged and
petted by their parents and other relatives. Because families were small, there was always plenty of time
for an adult to pay attention to any child who demanded it, and most adults were only too pleased to
spend a few minutes playing with a child.
Adults were very particular about teaching children the correct ways to behave, especially how various
members of the tribe were related to them through the kinship system. This included te!lching them the
rules of the section system. They also taught children the skills they would need to survive in the
semi-nomadic lifestyle of the tribe. In order to do this, they modelled small toy spears, spear-throwers
and digging sticks and other tools used by adults, for children to play with. Children imitated the
grown-ups, pretending to do all the things they would be required to do in later years. Little girls spent
hours playing at homemaking with dolls and 'pretend' cloaks and tools, having 'adventures' as they
searched for vegetables and small animals; while boys went on imaginary hunting trips pretending to
stalk fabulous game as they chased after lizards and small animals, and bring 'gigantic' feasts back to the
camp.
In order to lay emphasis on the importance of behaving in the correct manner, adults told children many
stories which contained a lesson on 'proper' behaviour, in addition to being entertaining stories which
captured children's imaginations. When children hurt themselves, or had stomach aches or other
childhood ailments, adults sometimes said this was because they had done something they should not
have done, like the nasty or foolish characters in such-and-such a story they had been told. To see these
stories actually appearing to come true to them, always ensured that children would be on their best
behaviour for a short while, at least. When they grew up, they would then practice the same tricks on their
own children to make them behave.
Adults had very strong beliefs about the presence of evil spirits, and told children a great many stories
about demons, in order to warn them of the dangers of the supernatural world. The small child's twilight,
after an evening meal and as sleep spread across the camp, was full of spirits which would capture them if
they strayed too far from the adults, and of little hairy men who were sure to come close to the campfires
if they cried at night. Adults, too, believed in the presence of spirits and their own fears reinforced those
of the children.
Young children went with their mothers and other women during the day, playing and learning to
indentify animal tracks, spot edible plants, and recognise signs of danger. They dug alongside the
grown-ups for tubers, and burrowed at the roots of shrubs and trees for insects, ants and larvae. They
chased small animals, and threw their short spears and digging sticks into the water in attempts to spear
fish. At evening when they returned to camp they played together as their mothers prepared the meal,
chasing each other, climbing on their fathers, and being spoilt and loved. Eventually they fell asleep, as
they listened to the conversation of the adults around the campfires after everyone had eaten.
As they grew, boys began to accompany their fathers and other men on hunting expeditions, and longer
spears were fashioned for them to practice with and acquire the skills of the men. In this way, they learnt
to stalk game quietly without revealing their presence; to set traps and snares; and to dise'ipline
themselves to remain very still for long periods of time as they crouched down, waiting for kangaroos or
other game to appear.
Girls continued to go with the women on their daiiy chores, becoming adept at such tasks as identifying
animal tracks, imitating bird calls, climbing trees to extract honey from the nests which bees made high
up in the hollow tree-trunks, pounding and preparing seed cakes, and caring for smaller children and
babies. They also learnt to pluck and spin possum fur into wool; and to sew kangaroo skins together
using long sinews drawn from the base of the kangaroo's tail as thread, and a sharp piece of kangaroo
bone as a needle to puncture slits in the tough hide. They gained skill in using the sharp flinted hand saw,
or taap knife, and the long digging stick, and soon became almost as quick as the women in piercing the
earth for tubers and cutting, sawing and slashing in their quest for food.
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Cloaks were fastened at the neckline with thonging, or a kangaroo bone pin. They were worn over one
shoulder and around underneath the other arm to leave one arm free; drawn over and around the
shoulders to make a snug canopy; or f!ung back over both shoulders from the neck, falling down the
back. Men abandoned their cloaks when giving chase to animals, and in other situations requiring
maximum freedom of movement, such as in combat. Cloaks were worn with the fur turned in, except in
wet weather when the fur was turned out so that the rain ran off and the skin of the cloak remained dry
and comfortable. A person's cloak was placed on the grave when he or she died.
During this period, boys and girls learnt many of the rules of the tribe, especially the various rules of
kinship with the associated totemic ties. Kinship in Aboriginal society was classificatory, for example
mother's sisters were all called 'mother'. There was a special term to denote 'real mother', but all the other
women called by the same term as mother were held in deep affection. Likewise, father's brothers and
. sisters, and r;nother's brothers, stood in a very close relationship to the child. This too was expressed
through the kinship system, in rights and obligations towards these people as well as in the special terms
used when referring to them or calling them. For example, generally. m_other's brother played a very
important role during the initiation of a boy, and may have been the one to officiate over certain rites
marking the occasion. As well as directing these activities, it would be his responsibility to ensure that
thay were carried out properly and that no major mistakes were made.
Children learnt who they would be expected to care for, and in the case of boys who they would be
required to sr1are their catch with and how it should be apportioned. They also learnt who were
considered suitable partners, and which people belonged to the sections they should never have a
sexual relatiqnship with. They were told of the dangers of foreign groups, and how strangers who were
spied in their family lands would be sure to be out to avenge a death, because that could be the only
reason for their clandestine presence. Girls were warned of the possibility of capture by these tribesmen,
when they would be taken to live with people they did not know and would have to make the best of i(trJ
unfamiliar country away from the ones they loved, and where they would not know the best places to ldt>k
for food.
In this way, Aboriginal children. slipped through childhood, gradually taking on some of the responsibilities of adulthood, but overall enjoying a free and indulged existence in the warmth of the ch,Jsters of kin in
·
which they were brought up.
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ADOLESCENCE
;;\:

• For both boys and giriG, adolescence marked a sharp break froni the childhood past, and also a
separation of their respective roles. Girls, already promised in childhood as marriage partners, moved to
their husba~ds' camps at the onset of puberty. Sexual relations did not .necess~ril~ commence straight
away, but dtd soon afterwards as the gtrl matured. Frequently after marnage a gtrlltved quite near to her
own mother, or made regular visits back home, especially when she became pregnant. This was more so
in the likely event that her husband was from the same tribal grouping as herself, and his land was near to
that of her own parents.
In the case of boys, adolescence saw the first weaning from the family hearth, as youths camped together
some distance apart from the married men, women and younger children. Visitors from other groups
also slept in these boys' camps if they were not accompanied by their wives. However, if their wives were
with them, they slept in the main camp near the other married men and their families. These adolescent
boys were largely self-supporting, hunting and gathering for themselves, and learning to live as adults
before they were permitted to take on the responsibilities of a wife and children. 25

FIG. 9: Map of an Aboriginal Campsite, Albany Region, Drawn by Galliput (Gyallipert) of Albany, During
a Visit to the Swan River Colony in 1833, using a Quill and Ink.
(Swan River Papers Vol. 15:64)

~I

LEGEND:
No. 1
No. 2
No.3
No. 4
No.5
No.6
No.7

!

Camping or sitting place of women, children and babies.
Single men's and boys' camp.
Fire, where kangaroo is roasted.
Not identified.
Place where kangaroo may be caught.
Lake, where the men and boys go to catch fish.
Place where the married men camp or sit.

Note: This is the only known piece of Aboriginal artwork for this period, to survive to the present day. The
figures resemble early Aboriginal artwork from other parts of Australia, but do not appear to have any of
the characteristic features of the later X-ray style. However, it should be remembered that much of the
artwork done in Aboriginal society had a religious intent, and formed part of religious ceremonies. This
smalldrawing is strictly secular and limited in scope and design by the intentions of the artist, Gyallipert,
and as such cannot be taken as representative of anything but illustrative artwork in the region.

Adolescence also marked the commencement of a series of initiation ceremonies which extended
throughout the entire period of several years, and signified the gradual achievement of full adult status.
The actual ceremonies, as they took place, were the culmination to a period of learning. This was in part
one of religious instruction during which youths gradually had revealed to them the religious mysteries,
whtch were jealously guarded and withheld from women and children. The instructors were older adult
men, who themselves had been through the same initiation trials in their youth.
Girls, too, underwent some initiation ceremonies. but by no means as many, nor over as long a period. as
those their brothers endured. The transition from childhood to maturity took place abruptly for g1rls and
thii:!y' avoided th.e protracted pe'riod of 'in-between' that was a feature of boys' growmg up. They soon
Became engrossed in matters relating to childbirth. Women had the1r own secret knowledge, and held
their ceremonies at their own fires away from the men.
·
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Cicatrication marked a number of these ceremonial stages for both boys and girls. Whelts were cut in the
skin on the chest, back, arms and thighs, gradually building up a pattern over the years as more cuts were
added. Ashes were then rubbed in the wounds, so that as they healed they formed raised scars. Both men
and women considered these to be features of beauty and pride because of what they stood for.
One of the most spectacular and earliest circumcision rites reserved for youths only, was the piercing of
the nasal septum. This was done with a fine kangaroo bone, inserted through the wound which was left to
heal with the bone in it. Afterwards, throughout the life of the individual this kangaroo bone was worn for
ceremonies on religious occasions. and was a mark of pride and status. It was particularly important
during inter-tribal meetings. Young men, once they had completed this stage of their initiation, were
sometimes sent as messengers between groups, and while they wore their nose bones they were immune
from hostilities. 28
As messengers, youths were introduced to an undertaking that was important to the tribe as a whole. In
this way they were gradually led to experience the weight of group responsibility as they interacted with
strangers on behalf of their own groups, albeit in a very limited context. Message sticks were carried by
the young men. These were short pieces of wood which were carved with a set of symbols which
indicated the matter over which the tribe wanted to make contact with the neighbouring tribe. These
message sticks were used to convey information between different groups within the tribal territory, as
well as in dealings between tribes. 27
The Aborigines of the south western region of Western Australia contrasted with the rest of Aboriginal
Australia in that they did not practice circumcision or sub-incision of the penis. Both of these ceremonies
were mandatory for youths during initiation in the Western Desert region to the east, while the people of
the Murchison to the north practised circumcision. This gave the south westerners a sense of real
difference from their remote tribal neighbours.
During the length of their initiation, young men let their beards grow and bound their heads with wool
made from possum fur. Feathers were used as decorations, and were stuck in bunches on their headbands and tied to their arms. Flowers were also used for this purpose, and fine leaves and little gum nuts.
At times a headband was made out of native dog skins with the tails left dangling down in a fringe around
the face and head. In the Albany district youths and men sometimes cut a spiral strip of leather from a
kangaroo hide, and then stretched this and wound it around and around their heads. The young men also
wore necklets of flowers. The women did not decorate themselves to the same extent, although they wove
flowers into their hair which they wore cropped short, or small globules of clay stuck to the ends of their
hair which clicked together as they walked. It is not known if women's hair was used in making woollen
belts, as it was in other regions of Australia where it was prized because of its strength and elasticity.
All the members of the tribe used a mixture of ochre and grease to smear over their bodies. This kept the
skin soft and attractive, and helped ward off insects. It also had an insulating effect, an important consideration at times of the year when there was wide variation between night time and day time
temperatures. Young men practised the various designs used for body decorations during ceremonies,
painting each other carefully with clay, ochre and charcoal, and closely observing their elders preparing
for these events. They also spent considerable time learning the various dance steps, and imitating
animal postures and calls to use in their performances. In addition, as hunters they gradually built up skill
and discipline as they tracked, stalked and finally speared their prey.
Marriage was barred to the young initiates for the entire length of the drawn-out period of male initiation.
Nevertheless, flirtatious glances were directed at the young women, as the initiates tried to out-do each
other dancing around the campfires during the evening ceremonies and festivities. Hurried rendezvous
were plotted, perhaps to meet together in the shadows of the bushes, where further encounters could be
planned. These brief romances were never formalised or solemnised into marriage arrangements. The
moiety rules determining eligible sexual partners were carefully and meticulously observed, even in the
case of these casual flirtatious encounters, and any infringements were punished severely. Gradually, the
young men spent more and more time with their seniors, until the completion of this period of their lives
when, at last, they were regarded as having passed into manhood, and were permitted to have a wife and
an individual hearth of their own. By this time, their beards were long and their skills in hunting were
sharpened. They had the maturity to be able to conduct themselves as adults in the company of other
married families, and to take part in the adult life of the tribe.
MARRIAGE

Marriage always marked a change in status for the bride and groom, and was an important event in their
lives. Certain rituals were observed by the relatives of both the bride and the groom at the time the girl
went to her husband's camp, but this did not involve any feasting or festivities. In the case of promised
marriages made in the young wife's early infancy, the couple simply began to share a hearth and live
together. This occasion was unmarked by ariy particular ceremonies, as the relationship had been well
established over the girl's entire life and the husband had faithfully carried out his obligations to her
parents and made several ceremonial observances towards them during this period.. Generally, the
groom's mother prepared the nuptial hut, kindling a fire, and settling the bride down to await the gr.oom's
homecoming. At times, the couple went off on their own for a short period, living away from the main
camp, in the land of the husband.2 8 Marriage was considered to be the natural state for women, and it
incorporated them into a network of relationships with their husband's kin in addition to their own, which
was maintained without interruption should their husband die. A widow automatically became the wife of
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her husband's brother, although others in the preferred marriage category might attempt to win her. In
this way, a woman remained in a marriage relationship, with all of its attendant rights and obligations
towards various kin, throughout her entire life.
At times, a woman would elope with a man from a neighbouring tribal group, going to live with her new
found husband in his land. In areas where moiety and class membership was inherited through the
mother, the children of these women, and also women who were captured as wives by neighbouring
tribesmen, took their section membership through their father for that generation. The system reverted to
the matrilineal form in succeeding generations. 29
A wife who was captures by a strange tribesman, was separated from her own kin. in addition to the
loneliness of this, she faced the difficult task of building up familiarity with the new country. At times
tttese women became very unhappy indeed, especially in cases of unwiliing wife capture, and they
attempted to run away and return to their home territory. In such instances they were pursued by their
11usband and his kin, but if they managed to avoid their pursuers they were generally safe. Wife capture
was much talked about, but was certainly not the usual or most common method of acquiring a wife.
However, it was one way, and in a system that limited the range of possible marriage partners very
severely, sometimes it was the only immediate hope for a young initiated man whose own promised wife
was still an infant, or whose marriage arrangements had broken down.
As baby girls were generally promised to adult men, by the time they grew up their husbands were often
getting on in years. Younger men, having completed their initiation, sometimes were caught in the
situation of having no one to marry, or if no arrangements had been formalised on their behalf by their
kinsmen, of having to come to fresh agreements which would not yield a bride for several more years.
Often, these younger men inherited the responsibility of a deceased brother's wife, as their first wife.
These wives might be the same age as their young husband, and the couple may have been firm friends
·
over many years, having played as children and grown up together.
FIG. 10: Return of Natives of roodyay District 1st March 1840
(Whitfield Resident) (CSR 1840, Volo 85)

Names of Men

Names of
Women

Narane

Berregon
&
Yonlegon
Nalgan

Thacker
Carrabunga
alias Tom

-

-

-

Be/gap

1

-

1
1
1

-

-

-

-

2

-

Darganna
Narrane
Nitangal
Yandang

4

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

Yendebong
Gimmegom

1

-

,_

1

-

1

1

-

2

&
Noondang
Non dally

Dewar
Nannepirt
Coorecap

2

-

-

2
1

-

-

-

Ninegan

2

1

Hooran

-

-

-

Gooridebong
Namip
Dertebah
Macop

-

-

Yandibing

2

&
Nevagon
Doonbong
Budedong

Youral
Sebang
Miam
Wobat

1

-

-

Midegan

&

Menarnang

-

-

-

-

Niagam
Buggegon

Dulabah

&
Mogan
Dalup
Walgerwood
Cattingwood
Mangap
Melich
Naligan
(A/Iuk)
Yarringan
Binda/
Cowgan

-

&

Nalganna
Welbaggan
Wafligan

Mirringam
(an old woman)

Children
Boys Girls

Names of
Women
Durrapan

-

3

Nannigan
Qhitewood
alias Bonaparte
Annipert
Me lap
Winglewood
(Charley)
Carrypirt
(Captain)
Werite

Children
Boys Girls Names of Men

..

Youndanna
Noonda
Goo/a

4

1
1

-

-

1

..

29
TOTAL
8
31
Note: This list was compiled 11 years after Europeans first settled on the Swan River and began to journey
inland. over the Darling Ranges to the plains. In that time, enormous changes 11adtaken place in the/'
..
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of Aborigines. Many of these had a direct effect upon marriage customs, such as an rncreased death rate
among men in particular, leaving fewer men to assume kinship responsibilities associated with proportionately more women. Other changes were more subtle, such as the effect of farming and grazing upon
traditional food supplies which had far reaching implications throughout the entire Aboriginal society.
Many of these changes may be reflected in this list from the Toodyay District, although it is notpos'sible to
determine which variations from the traditional pattern are reflected here.

In these cases, when a husband's promised wife reached maturity, she was supported in her new role by
the first wife, who in turn was helped by the younger woman asshegrewolder. This older wife often took a
motherly interest in a promised wife, while the latter was a young child. At times, she cared for the small
girl, fostering her if the child's own parents died or were unable to care for her. Often, a man had marriage
arrangements with two sisters who, as co-wives, understood each other very well and remained .the best
of friends throughout their entire lives. While generally it was expected that a man would have more than
one wife, polygamy was not the most common form of marriage. However, just as re-marriage was the
norm for women who lost their husbands, it was expected that a widower would remarry provided there
was someone for him to marry. 30
Wives had the responsibility of collecting and preparing food for their husbands and immediate families.
They also sewed kangaroo skin cloaks and bags, spun wool, wove fishing nets in areas where these were
used, and for most of the time looked after the small children, leaving their husbands to hunt game and
attend to other business. As they grew older, women increasingly became involved in the religious
activities of the group and in inter-group and inter-tribal affairs, especially in the area of conflict or
feuding. They were particularly concerned to see that the laws were observed and that justice was done.
In addition, over the years women built up a store of medical and spiritual knowledge which they put to
use in curative and love magic, often vying with their male counterparts, the native doctors, for authority
and standing and a reputation for possessing effective magical and supernatural powers.
While husbands and wives were expected to remain faithful to each other, in practice there were plenty of
opportunities for romances. Wives were punished for their infidelity, although the severity of this
depended on whether the illicit romance involved the honour of the husband alone, or that of his kin as
well. Where the kin group was affected, the husband was under great pressure to inflict punishment.
Husbands, too, were criticised and at times punished sharply, for their amorous exploits. An affair could
imply a slur on the honour and reputation of the whole group or tribe in cases of intergroup elopement or
wife capture. At these times severe punishment was inflicted on the couple by members of the woman's
group if they could be found. However, sometimes the romance was considered to be a matter of purely
individual concern, for example an affair between a wife and a younger man belonging to the 'correct' or
permissible marriage category. In these instances punishment might be token, depending on the extent
to which the husband personally felt aggrieved, and how much he cared. On certain occasions when an
amount of licence was permitted, such as during large ceremonies and festivities, casual romances went
·
ignored as long as they did not infringe the marriage rules. 31
Spearing was the usual form of punishment, and a husband frequently speared his wife in the leg to
prevent her running away again, and to remind her of the wrong she had done. This was a means of
inflicting physical hurt on the offender, without causing serious bodily harm. The male partners in these
affairs were also ritually speared, the husband hurling his weapons at the culprit who tried to dodge them,
until finally a wound was received. This type of punishment was always public, and was carefully
monitored by the kinsmen of both parties, the aggrieved and the offender. Punishment of a wife was
considered more of a private matter for the husband. However, the extremes of this were dictated by the
degree to which the group's honour had been involved; and by the extent to which the group would give
its tacit approval by condoning the husband's actions. Husbands who were felt to be excessive in the
punishment of their wives, met with strong group disapproval, and as well faced retaliation by the wife's
kinsmen. 32
Women also inflicted physical punishment on eacl'l other, and where a wife suspected another woman of
paying too much attention to her husband, or of using love magic to attract him away from her, she would
pick a fight with the suspect. The two women would hit each other with their long digging sticks, while the
others gathered around, sometimes joining in, until the combatants had had enough or one ran away. The
wounds received in these fights could be very severe, and although they generally did not cause death
they could make the loser ill for some while afterwards.
At times, fights broke out between women over other types of disagreements, such as when one woman
felt the other had not met her obligations to her own kin, or those of her husband.
When a couple broke a serious tribal law by having an illicit romance and violating the marriage rules
embodied in the moiety system, they were put to death. In such an event, the pair would be crept up upon
and speared quickly and quietly by an individual or group of people appointed by senior members of the
group to carry out the task, or on whose shoulders this responsibility fell.
Much consultation and discussion always preceded the decision to inflict extreme punishment, with the
elders, including the women, taking a lead. People who had broken tribal laws always knew the dangers
they were placing themselves in, and could hardly ~tope to escape for long. Their only option was to run
away, and live a lonely life as outcasts. While some couples attempted this, they could not expect to
survive for long: Some may have trusted that after a suitable period of banishment, they would be
;ag,c;~m~~d back i.nto the tribe. However, this was hardly a realistic hope for the woman, who stood a better
chance.of survival were she to be captured as a wife by another tribe, for death\·~~~:~ccerta1~.·-reward lf·she.,returned to her own group.
1
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ADULTHOOD
In addition to the responsibilities of marriage, adulthood carried with it the burden of decision making 011
important concerns affecting the whole group. At least in early adulthood, women's decision making
revolved around the immediate family, in dealing with the crises of birth, pregnancy, illness and death·
teaching children rules of behaviour as well as practical skills; and keeping order among the younger girl~
and women and acting as cl1aperones to them. Older women had the task of directing the younger
women in ceremonies on those occasions when they took part with the men, and when they held their
own women's ceremonies. In old age these responsibilities were extended considerably, and encom.
passed many of the tasks also falling to the men. Some older women took direct part in the dances and
performances normally performed exclusively by men away from women and children. Older women had
a special r~sponsibility to encourage the men to act in the correct way especially in matters affecting
relations with other groups, for example to ensure the men carried out retribution for a death.
For men, adult decisions largely related to such matters as determining the reason for death, which was
always seen as having an indirect supernatural cause brought on by the actions of some other person, or
by the deceased him or herself; when to hold particular religious ceremonies including rites contained
within initiation ceremonies; interpreting the signs which would indicate the individual conception and
birth totems of children; and deciphering, from all the signs. the best possible time to conduct inter-group
business such as trade, warfare and religious ceremonies. However, in all of these areas the voices of
women were heard and, at times, were dominant in influencing events.
Men also had the role of inflicting discipline on their juniors, and atthe domestic level, on their wives; in
addition to the task of looking after the interests of their various kin, taking their side in arguments and
disputes when called upon to do so, and of avenging their death.
Younger people felt extremely uncomfortable if force of circumstance required them to deal with crises
normally handled by adults, such as burying the deceased. They would go to extreme lengths to avoid
taking on adult roles. This was because they were not considered spiritually mature enough to perform
these tasks, and hence might be exposing themselves to malevolent supernatural influences by attempting to carry them out. Under normal circumstances young people would be punished severely, and
ridiculed, for attempting to assume ad.ult responsibilities before their time.
Adulthood brought with it the challenge of dealing with distant groups. Trade and religious ceremonies
were the focus of this interaction. While youths were sent as messengers to other group territories as part
of the organisation of these activities, adult men carried the burden of actually visiting in neighbouring
territory. When such visits were made, usually two men, or a small party, set off. Similarly, visits from
small groups of neighbouring tribesmen would take place. While groups of men and women assembled
from time to time at the perimeters of their lands, men alone journeyed into strange territory, while
women went there as elopments or captured wives. 33
During these exchange visits, a great deal of business was transacted. At times, the visits were made
specifically to avenge the death of someone which was believed to have been caused by the neighbouring
group. In this event, the journey was undertaken in secrecy, and once the execution had been exacted,
the tribesmen returned home as swiftly as they possibly could. They travelled by night as well as day to
carry out their mission, risking encounters with supernatural forces which were believed to be about at
night, and refraining from lighting comforting fires lest they reveal their presence to the enemy. These
journeys were never happy events, and the men returned to their homes as soon as their errand was
completed.
At other times, visits were made to neighbouring lands to arrange larger meetings between groups so that
trade items could be bartered, religjous ceremonies held, and information and ideas exchanged. Trade
was very important, as certain localities had their own scarce resources which were needed for use in
other areas. Over the years, a pattern of relationships was built up between groups that traded regularly.
Regular partners-in-trade formalised this into a mutually beneficial arrangement, calling each other
'trade brothers'. These couples always sought out each other when the two groups met, and regarded
themselves as being bound in a special relationship that was also meant to preclude hostilities between
the individuals concerned.
When groups came together to exchange tools, they took the opportunity to hold religious conventions.
The men held a number of these ceremonies in secret, away from the women and children, and the
women had their own private ceremonies.
These times were generally occasions of great fun for everyone, and the camps assumed an air of
festivity. People painted their bodies with patterns representing their totems, smearing themselves with
grease and drawing designs on their faces and torsos in ochre and clay. They were careful to adorn
themselves with headresses made of feathers and leaves, and carried special ceremonial spears and
throwing sticks carefully crafted and stained with red gum. Feasts were held, and the men danced in large
cir·cles imitating animal postures and calls, while the women sat around and kept time, chanting and
calling. The dancers emerged in a line, their bodies glistening darkly while the painted patternsstood out
starkly.
Some of these body designs were only displayed during ceremonies for men where generally no women
attended, while others could be seen by both men and women and were worn proudly on these mixed
occ.asions. Children jointed in the fun, imitating the designs and decorations of the adults and dancing
around joyfully. Sometimes masks were· worn, made out of animal skins scraped white on the underside
and worn white side out, with holes cut for the eyes and mouth.
In the. flickering campfire lights,. with shadows stretching across the dance ground, the atmosphere
became alive. The chants and shrill shrieks of the women rose and the ground seemed to shake as the
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male dancers lifted their thighs high and stamped their feet hard; then paused, suddenly to leap and twist
in the air. Their ekins gleamed with body sweat and oil as they caught the flicker of the fires, throwing
shadows high until the whole scene distorted into a cacaphony of movement and rhythm. A caller,
sometimes an older woman and at other times a senior man, gesticulated and sung out to the dancers,
directing them and conducting the whirling and leaping; then suddenly commanding still silence;
repeating this pattern time and again throughout the performance.
FIG. 11: Description of a Corroboree

·'This corroboree was extremely well got up, the speclators being seated in a semicircle with a number
of small fires in front resembling the stage lights in a theatre. It was the first at which l have seen a
woman perform - Gibban 's wife advanced reciting and waving her arms as if to excite the performers,
who came forward in a band of eighteen young men with spears poised. They danced forward, formed
a circle then a line and after a number of maneouvres retired out of sight until the next act. During
the interval a man sung remarkably well and accompanied himself with a callee struck against a neero
so as to produce the effect of castanets. The same air, correct to a note, was answered by the band behind
the scenes, first faintly and then increasing as they advanced to the stage or foreground. "· ·
(Ellis, Capt. T. T. CSR 1833, 29:158)
Note: Callee - kylie or boomerang.
Neero - Spearthrower.
T. T. Ellis arrived in the Swan River Colony in 1830, and was appointed Government Resident in
Kelmscott. In 1833 he was made Superintendent of Native Tribes, ;n charge of the mounted Native Police,
a division of the 63rd Regiment, based at Mount Eliza (Kings Park). He led a punitive expedition against
Aborigines in the Murray River District the following year, and died as a result of a fall from his horse
during this foray (the Pinjarra massacre, or, as it is sometimes referred to, the battle of Pinjarra).

OLD AGE
Old people were held in deep affection by the other members of their group, and great care was taken to
see that they received enough to eat and were looked after. When they were sick, the native doctor was
called, and the advice of other people was also sought so that the source of the ailment could be
determined. Even when an old person contracted a cough or an attack of rheumatism the cause was
thought to lie in the evil doings of some other person. When the group moved camp, old people were
carried if they could not walk the distance. Most frequently they were sat high on the shoulders of a
younger person, in the same way that bigger children were carried.
Certain people were believed to have special knowledge of the supernatural world, and hence to have
special supernatural powers. These were adults who had gained considerable knowledge and experience throughout their lives, in addition to the specialist learning they had acquired and which was
believed to give them access to the supernatural world. They were credited with being able to direct
illness or death to others; determine the cause of death or misfortune; drive sickness out of a patient's
body; coax spirit children to enter the womb of a woman wanting to become pregnant; influence people
to become deeply infatuated with their would-be lovers; and bring rain. These people were the native
doctors of the tribe, and it was considered important for every group of several families that one of these
specialists should live with them. 3•
The knowledge that the native doctors possessed had been built up over the years, and was a great asset
to others. People brought them gifts of food and carried out tasks for them, in return for the services they
provided. They also feared the powers they believed the native doctors possessed, and took care to be
very polite and respectful towards them. Some native doctors had a reputation for being more skilful than
others, or more dangerous. Some were known to be evil and jealous people, while others were considered
to be benign by nature.
While some old women vied with the male native doctors for knowledge and influence, their position was
never as formalised as that of the men. However, in practice their power and influence was as great, and
they were held in as much awe and fear and played as big a role in directing the affairs of the tribe.
Native doctors possessed a number of stones whjch they believed contained special forces or powers,
and which were used to assist them with their work. These stones were kept in a special little bag, which
was always carried around by the owner. Frequently, white quartz stones were used as they were believed
to have magical properties. At times stones were passed from one native doctor to another, across tribal
boundaries, and may have originated considerable distances away. Because of their unusual appearance, these foreign stones were considered to be extremely powerful, and were very precious. Powerful
old women also possessed a collection of stor.~s which they carried around with them. Their stones were
carefully wrap·ped and placed in the bag in which they also carried their domestic and household effects.
On death, all the personal possessions of a native doctor or old woman, his or her tools, weapons, cloak
and bags, were buried with the corpse or left on the grave, except for the valued collection of stones. This
was claimed by another person who was believed to have similar powers, and who was to carry on the
work of the deceased. Sometimes this person was a younger man who had been working with the native
doctor for a number of years, patiently learning from him as an apprentice to the art. In this event, he was
likely to be a close relative, and possibly even a son, or a sister's son of his tutor. At other times, someone
with these powers jo'ined .the group of the death of the native doctor. Old women may have transferred
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the1r coliect1on of preciOUS stones oefore they d1ea. as they did their i<.nowledge. or the stones may have
oeen cla1med on their death. The early European observers oi Abong1nai life were mostly men. and as
such tr.ey carne to know and record much more of mens lives than they J1d of women's.
Triese 1nher1ted stones were bel1eved to be as potent 1n the hands of tne1r new possessors as they were rn
:r,ose of the1r oid. They were used 1n treat1ng the SICk. by rubb1ng them over the sk1n or plac,ng them m the
mouth of the patient. They were aiso used 1n ra1n-mak1ng ceremon1es. where tne nat1ve doctor would
bend all h1s powers towards encourag1ng ram to fall. by concentratmg very hard and chant1ng. This
activity was believed to draw up the forces wh1ch caused rain and encourage them to produce it m that
area. The reputat1on of the ra1nmaker largely depended on h1s ability to bnng about a result. and so he
·had to be particularly observant and to learn all the very early tell-tale s1gns of the approaching change of
weather well before they were spotted by the other people. Only in th1s way. could he be sure h1s activities
would result in ram. Even 1f the rainmaker could not actually produce rain on demand. his act1ons were
considered very important in encouraging it to come. Older women. too. were act1ve in this sphere
When someone became sick, the native doctor would often rub parts of the person's body. and suck or
blow as though drawing the evil spirit believed to be causing the pain. out through the skin. In fact, this
was the explanation given, and the patient and those attending to him or her, all felt much better after th 1s
treatment. The concern and love felt by those present towards the sick person, was shown in their care
and attention and the lengths they went to in order to offer comfort to him or her. This strengthened the
emotional bonds between the members of the group. Sick people were carried with the group if there was
a change of camp, or if they were with a party away from the main camping site. In a number of areas there
were tribal burial grounds near to the main camping locations, and efforts were made to ensure that
anyone who showed the signs of approaching death, were brought home to die there. Otherwise. the
body of the deceased would have to be carried back. This was beiieved to place the bearers in severe
supernatural danger, as the spirit of the deceased ·was not properly released from the flesh until after full
burial rituals had been observed.
The Aborigines had a number of remedies which they used to cure minor illnesses. Eucalyptus leaves
were stuffed in the nostrils to form a plug which was left there for a day or so, in cases of cold or sinusitis.
When tl1e plug was removed the nose ran copiously and the ailment passed. Headaches were treated by
applying various forms of pressure to the cranium, whether by a tight ligament or by bumping the head.
Snakebite was treated by tying a tourniquet above the bite and lacerating the wound. Paper bark was
used as bandaging, and clay and eucalyptus gum also used to cover wounds on occasion. Herbs and
grasses were employed in the treatment of physical ailments, as well as in magic designed to bring about
particular results, such as love magic. 35
Spear wounds were treated by drawing the spear tip through the body and removing the barbs, then
retracting the spear shaft. This required a great deal of skill, and was carried out by a senior man of tt1e
group. The wound was then plugged with eucalyptus and fat, and bound with paper bark or other bark,
sometimes sealing the whole bandage with clay or gum. Generally the patient recovered, even though the
wound was traumatic. The care taken by other members of the group, plus the method of treatment which
had been developed as tradition over countless generations, infused the wounded with confidence and
the will to recover. However, wounds inflited with quartz tipped spears were much harder to treat, as the
quartz pieces came apart from the spear shaft and spread inside the wound. Injuries inflicted with quartz
tipped spears were intended to kill.

DEATH
Death was always believed to be caused by the evil doings of another person, usually belonging to a
different group or tribe, regardless of the physical circumstances surrounding it. Individuals carried out
spiritual practices directed against their enemies, and those they wished to avenge, and believed these to
be very effective in causing illness and death. Sometimes their efforts were backed up by those of tile
native doctor, or he was employed to direct his magic powers against the object of revenge. In the same
way, when a member of that person's group became ill, or died, it was assumed that some other person
had caused the misfortune to happen, either by his or her actions now or at some time in the past.
Revenge was planned and executed, in the form of retaliatory killings.
Group responsibility, and group culpability, were values very firmly entrenched and it was not important'
to single out the actual individual who had been blamed with causing the misfortune, as all the members
of the group were deemed responsible. In this way, each person was to blame, in one sense, as all persons
in the group were held responsible for the actions of the others, even if they could not possibly have
influenced the course of events. Individual intent did not play a part in establishing guilt. adolescents
adults and sometimes even old people were all considered appropriate targets for retaliatory killings.
times the group held responsible was another tribe. Sometimes it was another group belonging to the
same tribe, such as a kin group occupying a different tract of tribal territory. On occasion the victim was
sought withm the deceased's own group, but belonging to a.different category of kin to that of the
deceased and those carrying out the retaliation on his or her behalf.16 .
Often relatives of the deceased conferred to determine which group was responsible for a death
espec1ally w~en th1s was the. result of an assassination. On other occasions, the services of the nativ~
doctor or other respected elders were sought, particularly where the cause of death was not clear-cut.
Stgns in na,Jure-were bel1eved to be clues to who was to blame for deaths that took place, ar)d these were
thought to be espec1ally man1fest at the t1me the spmt of the deceased was leavmg the body, that is,
snortly after.our1al. The grave was swept ciean. f1res were l1t. and over a period extending at times for
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severai ca·_.s :·:e a·,;a was scrutinised care'L.::·, :or ::-.ese stgns. Sen1or women. often the mother of the
deceased. c:ayec: an act1ve role 1n this. Once the s:gns nad appeared and the1r SIQrtlficance had been
decipherec and estabilshed, the close ktnsmen of the deceased made preparations for a retaliatory killing
of somen.,e belong1ng to the party held respons•ule The victim was generally agreed upon at this point.
This was ·.Jfter. a person against whom a k1nsman o~ :he deceased hf3d a long stand1ng grudge. or who had
had a disagreement in the pafit with the deceased hirr:-or-lz(erselt. i-Mowever. thts was not always the case,
, and at t:m€s '~'e victim chosen was someone standing 1n a particular kinship relat1onsh1p to the individual
believed :o have actua1iy caused the death. On other occasions. the victim was the first person belonging
to the autit'/ aroup. tilat the aggrieved relatives carne upon.
The plan of·e;ecution may have been earned out stra1ght away. However, the aggneved might also have
had to wai\ tt1e1r opporiunity for months. or even years in the case of a distant tribe or tribal group.
Mag1c to t:Jrng •llisfortune to the culprits was widely practised. and should that person have an acc1dent
or become sick or die through whatever means, even at some considerable time in the future, this was
taken as proof that the magic had worked. Nevertheless. a good many deaths were avenged with direct
kill!ngs. esoec1ally where important members of the tnba: gr.oup were concerned, such as native doctors
and old women. and other senior paople of influence not yet of advanced age.
When retaliatory killings were undertaken, the avenging party tried to come upon the offender unawares.
An individual might trick the intended victim into believing that his intentions were totally peaceful, and
then when the opportunity arose, such as when the person fell asleep, suddenly leap up and spear him or
her. When this r-,appene(j, it was taken as a matter of course as the only thing that could have happened
given the circumstances tl1<3t prompted the killing, and the executioner was seen as acting in the correct
and proper manner in avenging his ~:insman. Quartz tipped spears were generally used for this purpose.
This pattern of revenge or retaliatory killing, was in sharp contrast to situations in which only punishment
was being inflicted. On these occasions, individuals fought in the full view of other members of the group,
throwing and parrying spears and insults until one of the combatants fell with a non-fatal wound.
Spectactors were drawn to the fray as kinsmen joined in to side with their own kin, or those to whom they
held greatest allegiance.
A general meelee involving several people was likely to develop, as people became caught up in
arguments and took the opportunity to air some of their own grievances and complaints. A number of
people could be wounded in these heated exchanges. If by chance a death took place, this was
immediately avenged. If either the person who had caused the first death, or his close relatives, managed
to escape, revenge was plotted immediately. In the final analysis, no death was ever regarded as
'accidental'.
It appe.::rs that men were always the ones to carry out revenge killings, when either their male or their
female relatives died. They were also the ones given the task of inflicting punishment. Although, certain
cases when women fought were, in fact, punishments being administered to wrongdoers, in much the
same way as the ritualistic spearings tha! were carried out by the men.
At times, culpability for a death was laid with someone in a group close to that of the dead person, such as
with members of a kinship group occupying a tract of territory adjacent to the deceased's own family
land, and who had ties of marriage with him or her. In this event, kinsmen of the deceased had to be
physically restrained when they saw any of the members of the offending group. In effect, this was a
public demonstration of their grief and their determination to exact revenge. This same pattern of
behaviour took place when a disagreement broke out between individuals. The kinsmen of each would
hold the agitated rivals, talking soothingly to them and sympathising with them until the heat of the
moment had passed, and ritualistic combat could be arranged.
FIG. 12: Description of Punishment by Spearing

·'When a native, after having absconded for fear of the consequences of some crime which he has
committed, comes in to undergo the ordeal of having spears thrown at him, a lar:ge assemblage of his
fellows takes place; their bodies are daubed with paint, which is put on in the most fantastic forms,
their weapons are polished, sharpened, and rendered thoroughly efficient; at the appointed time young
and old repair to the place of ordeal - and the wild beauty of the scenery, the painted forms of the
natives, the savage cries, and shouts of exultation which are raised, as the culprit dexterously parries,
or by rapid leaps and contortions of his body, avoids the clouds of spears which are burled at him, all
combine to form a singular scene ... If the criminal is wounded in a degree judged sufficient for the
crime be has committed, his guilt is wiped away; or if none of the spears thrown at him (for there is
a regulated number which each may throw) take effect, he is equally pardoned.
But no sooner is this main part of the ceremony over, than two or three duels take place between some
individuals, who have quarrels of their own to settle; after these combatcmts hm·e throu'n a few spears,
some of their friends rush in and bold them in their arms, when the etiquette on such occasions is to
struggle l'iolently for a few minutes, as if anxious to reneu• the contest, and then to submit guiet/y to
superior force. and cease the combat. · ·
·

I

(Grey, Sir George, 1841:243-4)

The whoie group participatecj in the discuss1ons concerning who was to be held responsible for a death,
with those holding greatest a\lthority taking the lead. 1\t trmes the cause of death was very clear cut, and
not much discussion was·needed. However. at other t1mes the signs were not allthat; clear, and a great
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deal of debate was :-,etj. :=:nail'/. a ::oncensus was arnved at, or an authoritattve person made a proncunt.:ement that was .1ot ji<;puted. The matter ..vas then settled and it remained only to carry out the
re'venGe.
Retaliation ior deatn wa.s a mattar that soncerned the living. The deceased was not seen to have any
Jrterest in thts activtty In some are:ts of the south western reg1on, trees near the grave were marked at the
t!me ot ::lLJi!ai. as m~Hkers to the grave and possibly also as a sign that revenge was about to be taken.
Often. the victim sele•..:ted for :1 retalliatory killing was of lesser soc1al standing and influence than the
deceased had been, this meant that the relatives of. this victim would be less inclined to go to great lengths
to carry .Jut the1r revdnge. in turn. and might select a victim of even lesser standing. In this way, a series of
retalliatory kill!ngs bet·Neen two groups could gradually wind down and finally end with the killing of a
minor inaividua:.
On death, the spirit was oeiieved to depart from the body slowly. Observance of all proper ceremonies at
the burial were considered vital to the easy and smooth passage of the spirit of the deceased, away from
the !and of the living and on to the land. oft he dead. Otherwise this spirit, whose proper place was with the
dead. would linger to bring bad fortune to those remaining behind. The spirit of the dead was believed to
go on a jowrney, west or north, where· the land of the dead lay. There, it might meet other spirits of
deceased whom it had known in life. but the chances of this were considered to be extremely slight.
When someone was dying, close relatives sat with him or her, and other relatives and friends visited from
time to t1me, offering comfort and showing their grief by weeping. Mostly, the important task of sitting
with the dytng was the responsibility of the women and children. The native doctor and other knowledgeable people were called in to do what they could, and to relieve the person of suffering. In this way, the
individual died in an atmosphere of alfectionate concern, secure that the survivors would see to it that his
or her spirit was looked after throughout the funerary rites and that he or she would reach the land ofthe
dead safelyY
lmmediat!ey the individual died, people broke out into loud wailing, led by the mother and other female
relatives. Women scratched their faces, cheeks, noses and foreheads until blood ran, hitting their heads
and limbs as an expressing of their grief. Others were caught up in this emotional scene and joined in the
generai lamenting and crying. The women smeared their faces with clay and charcoal as a sign of their
mourning, drawing arcs along the sides of their foreheads down under their eyes, following the contours
of their cheekbones. Women played a major role in ritual associated with the deceased. The corpse was
'laid out by the older women. with the arms and legs bent in a foetal position. Depending on locality,
certain other rites were also observed. In some areas the finger and thumb ofthe right hand were bound
together, in others the limbs were broken, or particular nails were removed. In all cases, something extra
was done to the corpse as a symbolic gesture to prepare the spirit of the deceased for its next phase of
existence, and to discourage it from remaining in the realm of the living. The corpse was then carried
carefully to the graveside by a party of male relatives, accompanied by a stream of mourners comprising
men, women and children.
The grave was dug as a sh~llow depression. People were very particular to mound the earth onto one side.
The corpse was laid down, either on one side or on the back depending on the custom followed in that
particular area. Green boughs were placed in the grave, and the deceased's weapons and personal
possessions were put in the grave, or else placed alongside it, including kangaroo skin cloak and bags,
except for the personal bag of a native doctor. The grave was then filled in, using fresh earth that had not
come out of the cavity, and taking care. not to mix this earth with any that had been removed from the
grave as it was being dug. This was a very important rite which was carefully observed as the correct way
to bury someone. Any variation would have caused offence and upset to the living, and been an insult to
the dead. Rocks were used to cover the body as well as soil, and these acted as weights preventing the
native dogs from digging up the grave and worrying the corpse.
During all of this time, mourners expressed their grief by wailing and weeping. Everyone became affected
by the sadness of the loss of a valued member of the group, and their common grief bound them together
with firm ties. Children were present throughout the entire funeral se1vices and rituals, and were
impressed deeply as the combined expression of group solidarity brought home to them the value placed
by the group on each individual, and the importance of the spirit world to the living.
After the burial, fires were lit on or around the site, and the grave was swept so that signs indicating
responsibility for the death could be looked for. Sometimes the process of clearing the grave and looking
for signs lasted for several days. At other times, a sign might be revealed during the actual grave digging
so that any further efforts in divining the cause of death were unnecessary. When this question of
culpability was decided, the men commenced action to ensure that the spirit of the deceased was
properly aven.ged.
1n some instances, it was thought the spirit of the deceased remained very close to the land of the living
for a considerable period, and the sounds of particular birds or animals, possibly the totems of the
deceased, were believed to be messages from the dead person that his or her spirit had not departed
entirely. in some areas, people acted out a symbolic scene of catching the spirit of the deceased. They
spread out in a long line, and then moved forward as though herding it along the pathway towards the
iand of the dead,This took place shortly after burial, and assured everyone that the spirit really had set out
on its long journey to the hereafter. When a death took place the relatives of the deceased never camped
at that location again for several years, because of its sad memories and its associations with the dead
person ... LOl/.ad,ones were mourned for long periods and when in the vicinity of a grave, cfose relatives
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would visit there and weep as they recalled the departed Often. g1fts would be left at the graveside, such
as certain types of foods. as symbolic gestures to make absolutely certam that the deceased had
everything he or she needed.
When an infant died, the small corpse was often carried around by the mother in a special skm bag for
several months while she mourned and fretted over the loss of her baby. Th1s was believed to encourage
the return of the sp1nt of the child to the woman as a new baby. as well as ensuring that tile spirit of the
infant remained near to 1ts earth mother for as long as 1t needed to. Through conception and birth. women
were considered to be very close to the world of spirits of the unborn.
Many stories existed of spirits of the dead causing misch1ef for the living. It was believed that the most
dangerous time for these and ott"1er spirits, was in the night. However, as the spirits did not like fires,
people were sate as long as they kept their hearths burning and did not wander alone unless they took
very special precautions: or under exceptional circumstances such as when travelling by stealth to seek
revenge.
It was believed that as young children were very close to the spirit world, it was not surprising that they
sometimes died and their spirits returned to that plane of existence. In these instances, retaliatory killings
generally were not carried out against members of another group, as the death was understood to be a
natural occurrence. However. the mother and sometimes the father too, were ritually punished for the
death, although never severely enough to cause death or serious injury. However, older children and
adults, especially aged people, were seen to be fully a part of the world of the living, and as such their
deaths had to be avenged.
Revenged killings were carried out for the sake of the living, to establish an equilibrium between people.
They were not deaths to avenge the dead in the sense that procession to the land of the dead was
hindered or aided by the revenge, or that the dead would haunt people if the retaliatory killing was not
carried out. Hence, at times revenge could be delayed for long periods, at no risk to the deceased, or to
the living from the dead. However, when people were killed, for example in retaliation for a death, they
were left to lie and no burial ritual was carried out unless their relatives found the corpses. This accounted
in part for many of the malignant spirits of the dead believed to be present, as they had not been properly
despatched to the land of the dead.

LIFE
The Aborigines of the south west, the first south westerners, lived out their lives following the rhythms of
the seasons, and the traditions that had been handed down over the countless generations. Many of these
traditions were similar to those of Aborigines in other parts of Australt.a, while others set the south
westerners apart and gave them a distinctiveness, making them unique in the overall Australian pattern.
The lives these people led were full, burgeoning with meaning as the spiritual significance of the world
around them was revealed to individuals over the years. and as they grew and matured in the meanings of
their culture. People struggled to keep a balance with nature, and an equilibrium between social groups,
as tr1ey sUave to lead good lives by following the laws of their tribes. They took heed of the lessons
contained in their myths about the Dreamtime Characters, and sought to avoid human tragedy and to
re~establish balance when foul deeds were done. They paid regard to the world of the supernatural, and
did their best to please and placate forces felt to be greater than they themselves. At the same time they
sought to bend and influence these forces in the interests of the living.
Tt1ey experienced the full joy of life, birth, love, and maturity, and felt the heartbreak and distress of death,
illness, disappointment and frustration as they went about their daily tasks. They fell in love, had
successes and failures, grew jealous and ambitious, felt unequal to tasks before them but acommplished
others with ease, experienced the ecstacy of religious and sexual pleasures, and felt pain in illness and
grief. They were joyful in the delight of their children, the company of friends and they revelled in the
beauty of the environment in which they lived.
This pattern remained virtually undisturbed until the arrival of the British colonists in the nineteenth
centLlry, when changes almost too enormous to realise, took place with dramatic ferocity and altered
forever the life of the south westerners and the world tney had known.
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NOTES
c.ofgren Mans. oersonai communication basea. on
caroon :::atmg ot Cev!l s Lair. For a more_ oeta1led
account ::.>f .th1s excavat1on s1te see Dortch. C. E. 1976.
Armstrong. F F. 1836 reports tne legend of Abor1g1nes
)rlgmally rav1ng m1grated :o the Perth area from tr:e
~ills to the east
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4.

Hallam. S. J. 1977:27 draws attention to the Imbalance
in the sex ratio for the Perth and New Norcia areas,
wn1le not suggesting how an excess of males over
· · females was achieved. except to note that it occurred
early in life.
Estimates of fam11y s1ze are provided by a number ot
observers including Grey, Sir George, 1841: 250-251:
Armstrong, F. F. 1836: Curr, E. M. 1886:338; Salvado, R.
1851: 130. 137; Colonial Secretary's Oifice, Received,
1840 Vol. 85 Whitfield Report for the Toodyay District.

5.

Douglas, W. H. 1976: 5-8.

6.

Armstrong, F. F. 1836 tells the legend of Moon Cavern
(Dale's Cave).

7.

de Haeres, J. E. 1899-10; Powell, Rev. J. Giles 1831-35;
Dampier in Major, A. H. (ed) 1859:8; Salvado, A.
1851:116; Hassell, E. 1975:13-18,44,79; Nind, J. Scott
1831 are amongst those describing the appearance of
the Aborigines of the south west.

8.

Preston, also see Breton, W. H. 1834; Flinders, M. 1814:
King, P. P. Cpt. 1825.
Ryan, Lyndall, 1977 deals in detail with EuropeanAboriqinal contact in the Bass Straits and Tasmania;
also Mollison, Bill and Coral Everitt 1978. See Gilbert,
A. H. in Hay, J. G. 1906, and Rintoul, J. 1973 for material
relating to Western Australian southern coastline.
Tilbrook, Lois 1983. Contains material on Aboriginal
oral tradition of this contact.

9.

Curr, E. M. 1886:342. Similar accounts exist for
Aborigines in other parts of the south western region
and their neighbours outside the region.

10.

Berndt, A. M. in Western Australia, 1979:33. For a discussion on the relevance of the concept of 'tribe' in
Aboriginal Australia see Peterson, N. (ad) 1976.

11.

Accounts of Aborigines from one area of the south west
being very _tearful of Aborigines irom other areas exist
in a number of reports and journals, including those by
the following: Grey, Sir G. 1841: Colonial Secretary's
Office, Letters Received; Salvado, R. 1851.

•I

12. \,.,Moore, G. F. 1884-336; Armstrong, F. F. 1836;
,: Salvado, R. 1851:130-1; Roth, W. E. 1902:57-Biists items
traded in return for spear-wood by the Aborigines oi
the Port Leschenaultia district (Sunbury).
13.

Roth, W. E. 1902:47.

15.

Moore, G. F. 1884: Colonial Secretary's Office- Letters
Received;·Hassell. E. 1836: Salvado, A. 1851:134.

16.

Colonial Secretary's Office. Letters Received.

18.

H. {eds} 1979, S$Pec 1aliy

20.

Salvado. R. 1864: Berndt. R. M. 1979..
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Hassell. E. 1936:681-3 provides one of the best
accounts of birth practices in the south west; other
observers such as Armstrong, F. F. 1836. meriti()n some
bel1efs surrounding birth, while Grey, Sir G. 1841 deals
with this topic in greater detail

22.

Armstrong, F. F. 1836.

23.

Hassell, E. 1975; Salvado, A. 1851; Grey, Sir G. 1841.

24

Hassell, E. 1975 g1ves an account ot'marriage by wife
·
capture.

25.

Grey, Sir G. 1841:252.

26.

Brown. J. 1856: Armstrong, F. F. 1836.

27.

Brown, J. 1856; Armstrong,

28.

Grey, Sir G. 1841; Hasseii,E; 1936:682.

29.

Hassell, E. 1975:104.

30.

Hassell, E. 1936:682

31.

Hassell, E. 1975 deals in some detail with ihe question
of romance. wife capture and elopement, both in
accounts of this that she was aware of, and in the myths
she recounts.

32.

Grey, Sir G. 1841: Hassell. E. 1975:99-105.

33.

Colonial Secretary's Office- Letters Received contain
accounts of elopements from the Perth district into the
Murray River district, and of visits to the Perth district
by Murray River tribesmen.

34.

Hassell, E. 1975 mentions the native doctor throughout
her work, and also the role of older women in curative
practices; Elkin, A. P. 1945, 1977 places south west
Aboriginal ritual practices in an Australia-wide.context
of supernatual knowledge and learning.
·

35.

Illnesses suffered by Aborigines, and. cures, are commented on in passin9 by a number of observers,
although no systematiC study of this aspect of traditional life has come to light. Those who comment on
illness and cures include: Armstrong, F. F. 1836;
Brown, J. 1856; Hassell, E. 1975; Collie, Alexander,
1834.
.

36.

Retaliatory killings attracted the attention of European
observers and are mentioned by almost everyone who
wrote on Aborigines during the period of early
European settlement. Numerous references are to be
found in the Colonial Secretary's Office ~ Letters
Received in ~ddition to the major references on the
area: Grey, Sir G. 1841: Moore, G. F. 1884; Salvado, R.
1851; Hassell, E. 1975 and 1936.

37.

Death and burial practices constitute one area of
activity which has been reasonably well documented
by numerous observers and writers of the period. Basic
research has been carried out by Meagher, Sarah, 1973.
Notable descriptions of Aboriginal burials include
those by Collie, Alexander 1834; Moore, G. F. 1884;
Grey, Sir G. 1841.
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Armstrong, F. F. 1836 and Salvado. R. 1851 both speak
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.Office records, and Grey, Sir G. 1841 suggests that this
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in the Perth area. The patrHlmphasis in European
thought of the day may have caused observers to superimpose a petri-dominant pattern on Aboriginal society,
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14.
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